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NOIR is one of those leathers that stirs the emotions even before you touch it. Come 
closer and you can see the lovely, natural irregular marking from the rawhide. Run 
your fingers across the surface and feel the smooth texture of the natural grain. 
As a Semi-Aniline leather, NOIR has a special light finish that protects it from dirt, 
the effects of light and the harmful rays of the sun. The surface has a slightly more 
uniform look than Aniline leather, but the natural grain is still visible, adding to its 
authenticity and originality. NOIR is soft, flexible and comfortable, making it an 
exceptional choice for furniture.

Type
Semi-aniline leather

Tannage
Chrome

Sustainability
- 

Finish
Light surface protection

Dye
Water-based aniline dye

Origin
European rawhide from Italy, Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland and Scandinavia 

Leather selection / Noir

P19

31320
Black

31326
Royal

31327
Green

31324
Red

31328
Tobacco

31322
Cognac

31323
Nature
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Run your fingers along the surface of DUNES® and it feels as smooth as butter. The 
treatment process involving sanding, buffing and application of a custom oil to the 
surface gives it a velvety touch with a sublime tactile feel. DUNES® boasts a matt 
look that’s raw and natural featuring subtle, natural markings which makes each hide 
unique. The colors will vary from hide to hide. As a result of the leather’s exposure 
to daylight, interior lighting and usage, a patina will develop, and the surface will 
become smoother and shinier over time.

Type
Aniline leather

Tannage
Chrome-free

Sustainability
Nordic Swan Ecolabel

Finish
Leather oil to enhance the body 

Dye
Water-based aniline dye

Origin
European rawhide from Italy, Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland and Scandinavia 

Leather selection / Dunes
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21002
Rust

21005
Racing Green

21007
Grey

21001
Dark Brown

21000
Cognac

21004
Camel

21003
Anthrazite
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